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COOLING OF SUPERFLUID NEUTRON STARSWITH MUONSM. BejgerN. Copernius Astronomial CenterBartyka 18, 00-716 Warsaw, Polande-mail: bejger�amk.edu.plD.G. YakovlevIo�e Physial Tehnial InstitutePolitekhniheskaya 26, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russiae-mail: yak�astro.ioffe.rssi.ruand O.Y. GnedinSpae Telesope Siene Institute3700 San Martin Drive, Baltimore, MD 21218, USAe-mail: ognedin�stsi.edu(Reeived July 29, 2002)We extend our modeling of ooling of super�uid Neutron Stars (NSs) byinluding the prodution of muons in the ore, in addition to neutrons, pro-tons, and eletrons. The results are onfronted with observations of middle-aged isolated NSs. Muons have little e�et on the hydrostati struture ofNSs, on the slow ooling of low-mass NSs (RX J0822�43 and PSR 1055�52in our model) and on the rapid ooling of massive NSs. They a�et, how-ever, the moderately fast ooling of medium-mass NSs (1E 1207�52, RXJ0002+62, PSR 0656+14, Vela, and Geminga) and shift appreiably themass range of these NSs to lower masses, whih is important for orretinterpretation of the observations. Moreover, the e�ets of muons an a-urately be reprodued by a simple renormalization of NS models with nomuons in the NS ores.PACS numbers: 97.60.jd, 67.90.+z, 65.20.+w(221)



222 M. Bejger, D.G. Yakovlev, O.Y. Gnedin1. IntrodutionRapid progress in deteting thermal emission from isolated Neutron Stars(NSs) with a new generation of orbital and ground-based observatories (e.g.,Refs. [1, 2℄) stimulates ative theoretial studies of ooling isolated NSs. Itis well known that ooling history of NSs depends on physial propertiesof matter of supranulear density in NS ores. These properties (omposi-tion of matter, Equation of State � EOS, ritial temperatures of varioussuper�uids, et.) are largely unknown: they annot be reprodued in labo-ratory or unambiguously alulated (beause of the lak of exat manybodytheory for desribing the systems of partiles interating via strong fores).However, they may be onstrained by omparing ooling alulations withobservations of isolated NSs (e.g., Ref. [3℄).We will fous on the theoretial interpretation of observations proposedreently in Refs. [4, 5℄ and [6℄ (hereafter KYG), and [7, 8℄. The authorsrestrited themselves to model EOSs in the NS ores in whih the preseneof muons was negleted. In the present paper we show that the e�et ofmuons on the ooling may be important.For the observational basis, we take the same isolated middle-aged NSsas KYG, but exlude RX J1856-3754. The age of this intriguing radio-quietNS has reently been revised [9℄; the present value t = 5 � 105 yrs is lowerthan the former one, 9� 105 yrs, and the soure has beome less restritivefor ooling theories (f. KYG and Ref. [7℄). In addition, there are indiationsthat the emission from the entire NS surfae is obsured by the emission froma hot spot on the surfae of the NS; if so the surfae temperature is poorlydetermined from the present observations (e.g., [2℄ and referenes therein).The e�etive surfae temperatures, T1s , redshifted for a distant observer,and ages t of seven isolated NSs are taken from Table 3 of KYG and displayedin Figs. 2 and 3 below. The three youngest objets, RX J0822�43 [10℄,1E 1207�52 [11℄, and RX J0002+62 [12℄, are radio-quiet NSs in supernovaremnants.The other objets, Vela (PSR 0833�45) [14℄, PSR 0656+14 [15℄, Geminga(PSR 0633+1748) [16℄, and PSR 1055�52 [17℄, are observed as radio pulsars.The adopted values of T1s are inferred from the observed spetra usingvarious models of stellar emission desribed in KYG. Reently, the values ofT1s for some of the soures have been revisited in Refs. [1,2,18�24℄. Sine thenew data are basially in line with those used in KYG, we do not introduethe orresponding hanges; they are insigni�ant for our analysis.As shown in KYG, the observations an be explained using the models ofNSs with the ores omposed only of neutrons, protons, and eletrons, andassuming the presene of nuleon super�uidity with the density dependentritial temperatures T(�). Following KYG we onsider super�uidities of



Cooling of Super�uid Neutron Stars with Muons 223three types produed by: (1) singlet-state pairing of protons in the NS ore(T = Tp); (2) singlet-state pairing of free neutrons in the inner rust (T =Tns); and (3) triplet-state pairing of neutrons in the ore (T = Tnt). Owingto a large satter of mirosopi theoretial models of T(�) (e.g. Ref. [25℄),we treat T(�) as free parameters.KYG onsidered ooling of NSs with rather strong pairing of protons andweak pairing of neutrons in the ore, and with a strong pairing of neutronsin the rust. They found that ooling middle-aged NSs an be divided intothree types.� Type I NSs are low-mass NSs whih show slow ooling with (modi�edor diret) Ura proesses of neutrino emission strongly suppressed byproton super�uidity. The ooling urves, T1s (t), are insensitive to NSmass, EOS in the ore, and proton super�uidity (i.e., to Tp) as longas the latter is su�iently strong. KYG interpreted RX J0822�43, andPSR 1055�52 as low-mass NSs.� Type II NSs are medium-mass NSs whih show moderately fast oolingregulated by diret Ura proess partly redued by proton super�u-idity in the NS entral kernels. The ooling urves are sensitive toNS mass, EOS, and espeially the Tp(�) pro�les in the NS kernel. Ifthe EOS and Tp(�) are �xed, the e�etive surfae temperature de-reases smoothly with inreasing M , and one an measure the mass(`weigh' medium-mass NSs) using the observed limits on T1s (t). KYGtreated 1E 1207�52, RX J0002+62, Vela, PSR 0656+14, and Gemingaas medium-mass NSs.� Type III NSs are massive NSs whih show rapid ooling via diret Uraproess in the NS kernels, almost una�eted by proton super�uidity.The surfae temperatures of these NSs are low (a few times 105 K fort ' 103 yrs), being not too sensitive to the NS struture. No NS ofsuh type has been observed so far.2. Cooling modelsWe use the same ooling ode as in KYG and modify the physis inputin the NS ore to inlude the e�ets of muons.First, we have inluded muons in the EOS. We use a sti� EOS proposedin Ref. [26℄, the model I of the symmetry energy of nuleon matter withthe ompression modulus of saturated nulear matter K = 240 MeV. Thesame model of nuleon�nuleon interation was adopted by KYG (EOS A intheir notations) who, however, arti�ially suppressed the presene of muons.Now we inlude the muons and obtain EOS A�. We will ompare the resultsobtained with EOSs A and A�.



224 M. Bejger, D.G. Yakovlev, O.Y. GnedinFor EOS A�, the muons appear at � � �� = 2:55�1014 g m�3 (when theeletron hemial potential exeeds the muon rest energy). Their fration islower than 10% everywhere in the NS ore. Their appearane slightly softensthe EOS, slightly inreases the fration of protons and dereases the frationof eletrons. These hanges weakly a�et the NS internal struture, reduingthe maximum NS mass by 1.4%. The masses M , entral densities �, andradii R of two NS on�gurations for EOSs A and A� are given in Table I.The �rst on�guration orresponds to a maximum-mass NS. The seondorresponds to the onset of powerful diret Ura neutrino emission [27℄ inthe NS kernel (� = �D, M =MD). TABLE INS models employing EOSs A and A� (without and with muons).Model Main parameters EOS A EOS A�Maximum Mmax=M� 1.977 1.950mass �max=1014 g m�3 25.75 26.55model R, km 10.754 10.602Diret Ura MD=M� 1.358 1.249threshold �D=1014 g m�3 7.851 7.423model R, km 12.98 12.952Another modi�ation of the ooling ode onsists of inorporating theheat apaity of muons. It is straightforward (e.g., Ref. [28℄) and has nonotieable e�et on the NS ooling.Finally, we have modi�ed the emissivities of neutrino reations in the NSores (as desribed in Ref. [29℄). The main e�et of muons is to lower thethreshold density �D of onset of diret Ura proess (Table I). The loweringis assoiated with the hanges of the frations of neutrons, protons, andeletrons in muoni matter whih relaxes the onset ondition. At � < �D,modi�ed Ura proess is basially the leading one. At � > ��, two newbranhes of this proess appear, the neutron and proton branhes, wherethe muons partiipate instead of the eletrons. However, these new branheshave little e�et on the ooling beause their emissivity is omparable tothe emissivity of the ordinary modi�ed Ura proess. The ordinary diretUra proess operates at � > �D. At still higher density � > �D� (�D� =9:257�1014 g m�3, for EOS A�) another diret Ura proess is open, wherethe muons partiipate instead of the eletrons. We have inluded it into theode but, again, it has little e�et on the ooling beause its emissivity isomparable to the emissivity of the ordinary diret Ura proess.



Cooling of Super�uid Neutron Stars with Muons 225Now we desribe our models of super�uidity in NSs. As in KYG, weassume that the triplet-state pairing of neutrons in the NS ores is weak(maximum Tnt < 108 K) and an be ignored. Otherwise, a strong neutrinoemission due to Cooper pairing of neutrons would aelerate the oolingand hamper the interpretation of observations of older NSs. The singlet-state pairing of neutrons in the rust ontrols the neutrino luminosity oflow-mass NSs and has no diret relation to the presene of muons in the NSore. While exploring the e�ets of muons we ignore this pairing (see alsoSet. 3).Thus, we fous on the proton super�uidity in the ore. We parameterizethe dependene of Tp on the proton Fermi wavenumber k = (3�2np)1=3(np being the proton number density) by the same expression as Eq. (1)in KYG and onsider two models of super�uidity, 1p and 2p, employed byKYG. The orresponding Tp(�) pro�les are plotted in Fig. 1. The maximumof Tp(�) is about the same (� 7 � 109 K) for all models, but super�uidity2p extends to a higher densities than 1p. Sine we use the same model ofnuleon interation for EOSs A and A�, we have the same dependene ofTp on k (but di�erent dependenes of Tp on � beause the proton frations

Fig. 1. Density dependene of the ritial temperature of proton super�uidity formodels 1p and 2p, and for EOS A� (with muons, thik lines) and EOS A (withoutmuons, thin lines). Vertial dotted lines indiate the diret Ura (Dura) thresh-old.



226 M. Bejger, D.G. Yakovlev, O.Y. Gnedinare di�erent for EOSs A and A�). The urves in Fig. 1 are typial of themirosopi alulations (e.g., Ref. [25℄). As disussed above, the muonsshift both the diret Ura threshold and the Tp(�) pro�le to lower valuesof �. The latter shift, due to the inrease in the proton fration, is bigger.For instane, Tp(�) for model 1p of proton super�uidity vanishes below thediret Ura threshold in the muoni matter, but persists above the diretUra threshold in the matter without muons.3. Results and disussionThe results of the ooling alulations are illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3,whih also show the observational data.

Fig. 2. Observational limits on surfae temperatures of seven NSs ompared withooling urves for NSs of several masses, adopting 1p proton super�uidity and eitherEOS A� (with muons, solid lines) or EOS A (without muons, dashed lines). If twomasses are given, an upper value orresponds to EOS A and a lower (boldfae)value to EOS A�.Aording to our models, the ooling urves of low-mass NSs with andwithout muons are almost indistinguishable. The neutron super�uidity inthe rust an a�et the ooling of these stars in exatly the same way asdisussed in Ref. [5℄ and KYG for the NSs without muons. The alulationsalso show that muons have almost no e�et on rapid ooling of massive NSs.



Cooling of Super�uid Neutron Stars with Muons 227

Fig. 3. Same as Fig. 2, but for proton super�uidity model 2p.However the e�et of muons on moderately fast ooling of medium-massNSs is substantial. Figure 2 orresponds to model 1p of proton super�uidity.Without muons, the Tp(�) pro�le extends above the diret Ura threshold(Fig. 1). Aordingly, we have a representative lass of medium-mass NSs(dashed urves). By varying the mass M from 1.36 M� to 1.465 M� wean explain the observations of the �ve soures (1E 1207�52, RX J0002+62,Vela, PSR 0656+14, and Geminga) by the ooling of medium-mass NSs, andthus `weigh' these NSs (Ref. [4℄, KYG). In the presene of muons, the protonritial temperature Tp(�) drops to zero below the diret Ura threshold,�D (Fig. 1), i.e., the proton super�uidity disappears in the enters of NSswith masses somewhat lower than the threshold mass MD. The transitionfrom slow to fast ooling ours in a very narrow mass range, from 1.249M�to 1.264 M�, so we have no representative lass of medium-mass NSs. Theproposed interpretation of the �ve soures as medium-mass NSs ontainingmuons beomes unlikely (just as in the absene of super�uidity, see KYG).Figure 3 is the same as Fig. 2 but for model 2p of proton super�uid-ity. This super�uidity extends above �D with and without muons (Fig. 1).Therefore, we have representative lasses of medium-mass NSs and we anweigh our �ve medium-mass soures in both ases. Without muons, as inKYG, we obtain the masses from 1.49 M� to 1.60 M�. With muons, weobtain signi�antly lower (and narrower) mass range for the same soures,from 1.27 M� to 1.34 M�.



228 M. Bejger, D.G. Yakovlev, O.Y. GnedinThe inferred mass range hanges in the presene of muons beause theylower the threshold density �D of diret Ura proess and shift the dereasingslope of the Tp(�) pro�le to an even lower density (Fig. 1). Aordingly,diret Ura proess beomes stronger at lower � and this aelerates theooling of lower-mass NSs. Therefore, the mass range of medium-mass NSsshifts to lower M . 4. ConlusionsWe have simulated the ooling of super�uid NSs with and without muons.The inlusion of muons does not violate the main results of Refs. [4�8℄ onthe existene of three types of ooling super�uid NSs. As in KYG, we aninterpret RX J0822�43, and PSR 1055�52, as low-mass NSs, and 1E 1207�52, RX J0002+62, Vela, PSR 0656+14, and Geminga, as medium-mass NSs.This interpretation requires strong singlet-state proton pairing and weaktriplet-state neutron pairing in the NS ores.Muons do not hange the hydrostati struture of NSs. The muon heatapaity and diret/modi�ed Ura proesses involving muons have almostno e�et on NS ooling. The ooling urves of low-mass and high-mass NSsare insensitive to the presene of muons.However, muons do a�et the ooling of medium-mass NSs and the as-soiated `weighing' of observed NSs proposed in Ref. [4℄ and KYG. For thesame nuleon�nuleon interation model and the super�uid properties of NSores, we obtain notieably lower masses of NSs with muons than withoutmuons (Fig. 3). Therefore, one should take muons into aount for a orretinterpretation of observations.It is remarkable that muons a�et the ooling by their mere existene, aspassive partiles. We ould swith o� all neutrino reations and heat apaityassoiated with muons (i.e., retain the `old' physis input in the NS ore) butemploy the frations of neutrons, protons and eletrons in the EOS modi�edby the presene of muons. The ooling urves obtained in this numerialexperiment would almost oinide with the exat ones. This means thatthe e�ets of muons an be aurately inorporated by renormalizing the NSmodels ontaining no muons at all. In other words, any model of a ooling NSwith muons is equivalent to a ertain model of a ooling NS without muons.Clearly, the muons will have similar e�ets in the presene of hyperons insupranulear matter. This irumstane may be helpful in onstruting theodes to simulate ooling of NSs ontaining hyperons.The existene of three types of ooling NSs is e�etively regulated by twofators. The �rst is the onset of the powerful diret Ura proess of neutrinoemission at densities � > �D; the seond is the strong proton super�uidityextending at � > �D. The latter suppresses the diret and modi�ed Ura
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